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Task 1. Grammar
There are 40 questions with a, b and c answers. Read the sentence and choose the correct
answer from a, b, or c.
The total score for this task is 20. For each correct answer you will get + 0.5 points. For each
incorrect or not chosen answer you will get 0 point.
1. I …....... this road is really dangerous. Look how fast the lorry is going.
a) am thinking

b) think

c) was thinking

2. Where ............? I haven’t finished speaking to you!
a) do you go

b) are you going

c) will you be going

3. A burglar broke into the house while we …......... television.
a ) were watching

b) watched

c) had watched

4. The last time I ........... to London was in August.
a) had gone

b) went

c) have gone

5. …........ some more coffee?
a) Will you have

b) Do you have

c) Did you have

6. This is the first time I …….... away from home.

a) ever lived

b) had ever lived

c) have ever lived

7. I went to the box office, but they …….... all the tickets.
a) have already sold

b) had already sold

c) already sold

8. We didn't play very well. We ……...... better.
a) should play

b) should have played

c) might play

9. We ........... drive fast; we have plenty of time.
a) needn't

b) mustn't

c) can't

10. If the party ........... on all night, no one will want to do any work tomorrow.
a) went

b) goes

c) will go

11. If I …….... left at the station, I wouldn’t have lost my way.
a) turned

b) would turn

c) had turned

12. The results of the competition .......... tomorrow.
a) will announce

b) will been announced

c) will be announced

13. I have never heard them …….... that song before.
a) to play

b) play

c) played

14. Do you know how old ….......?
a) is the church

b) the church is

c) was the church

15. She can't type very well. ........... .
a) Neither can he

b) Neither he can

c) So he can

16. Maria works in this building. …......... her sister.
a) Neither does

b) So does

c) So did

17. Susan promised ……….. be back at 6.00.
a) to be

b) being

c) be

18. It's late! You ............ hurry up.
a) should to

b) had better to

c) had better

19. Sarah knows a lot .......... biology.
a) for

b) in

c) about

20. ............ first person who crosses the finishing line is the winner.
a) The

b) A

c) --

21. The fire is going out. Can you go and get ...........wood?
a) any

b) some

c) several

22. …........ shoplifter tried to steal some clothes.
a) The

b) --

c) A

23. Can you give me ............. piece of advice?
a) the

b) a

c) --

24. He felt …….... disappointed and misunderstood.

a) both

b) neither

c) either

25. What ........... news this is! Congratulations!
a) thrilling

b) thrilled

c) a thrilled

26. It is .......... long time since I saw you.
a) so

b) such a

c) such

27. I am not one of those people ........... can eat standing up.
a) whom

b) who

c) which

28. It is freezing. My feet are ........... blocks of ice.
a) as

b) same as

c) like

29. Mark went on working ........... feeling unwell.
a) in spite

b) despite

c) however

30. There is no time to lose. ............ you drive, the better.
a) The fastest

b) Faster

c) The faster

31. Once I reached my place, the movie ……….
a) was already starting b) has already started c) had already started
32. While I ………. whether to buy that nice set, a woman came in and snatched it.
a) wondered

b) was wondering

c) have wondered

33. The teacher asked me, “What ........... all afternoon yesterday?”
a) did you do

b) have you been doing c) were you doing

34. As we .......... on the motorway to Cardiff, I suddenly remembered that I had left the cellar door
open.
a) drove

b) were driving

c) were droving

35. Everybody in the village came to see them ...........
a) leave

b) to leave

c) left

36. You must remember .......... through your pockets before you put the jacket into the washing
machine.
a) looking

b) being looked

c) to look

37. After Martha ........... her studies, she plans to work in her father’s office.
a) will have finished b) is finishing

c) finishes

38. I ........... to the library four times this month, but I haven't borrowed a single book.
a) was

b) have been

c) had been

39. The phone ........... constantly since Jack announced he was running for mayor.
a) had been ringing b) has been ringing

c) has ranging

40. Normally people ........... around about 20 to 30 times every night.
a) turns

b) are turning

c) turn

Task 2. Word Formation
Complete the sentences by changing the form of the word in capitals when it is necessary.
The total score for this task is 5 points. For each correct answer you will get + 0.5 points. For
each incorrect answer or an answer with a spelling mistake you will get 0 point.
1.You must accept the offer. It's an __________________ price for such an amazing holiday in
France. (BEAT)
2.I asked the CEO to __________________ a few points in the agreement before we came around to
the signing. (CLEAR)
3. I wanted to ____________________but Dad cut me off at once. (APOLOGY)
4. Most bird species are under ____________________by law. (PROTECT)
5. We enjoyed the ____________________of the ski hut at night. (WARM)
6. He is the most famous ____________________who has ever had an exhibition in this gallery.
(ART)
7.The plaintiff was present at the trial but there was no sign of the __________________.
(DEFEND)
8.Indian

food

can

be

__________________

as

hot

and

spicy. (CHARACTER)

9.When two people split up neither of them is completely __________________. (BLAME)
10.The __________________ of the bank was inevitable. (CLOSE)
Task 3. Vocabulary: Matching
Match the words with their definitions or synonyms. There are 3 extra options.
The total score for this task is 7.5 points. For each correct answer you will get + 0.5 points. For
each incorrect answer you will get 0 point.

N
1
2
3
4
5
6

WORD
accurate
glance
absorb
morsel
perish
collide

DEFINITION/SYNONYM
take in or suck up
uncover
come together with force
get into or through
offender, criminal
too much, too great, too extreme

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

delinquent
partial
penetrate
wail
calamity
pauper
betray
quench
cease

a great misfortune
a very poor person
give away to the enemy
not complete
put an end to, stop
exactly right as the result of care of pains
cry loud and long because of grief or pain
youthful
a small bite
king or queen
look at quickly
die

Task 4. Grammar: Odd-word out
Read each line carefully. Some lines are correct, but some have a word which should not be
there. Put a tick (V) if the line is correct. If a line has a word, which should not be there, write
the word in front of each line. There are 10 lines.
The total score for this task is 5 points. For each correct answer you will get + 0.5 points. If you
do not tick the correct line or do not write the word in front of each line, you will get 0 point.
Lines 0 and 00 are marked as examples for you!
Transport solutions
First of all, walking is obviously the cheapest means of travelling, and
can be the quicker in a city centre. Of course, the further you have
to go, the more so tired you will become. In some ways walking is
healthier than travelling by bus or car, but it can be just as the
unhealthy because cities are much more polluted than they used
to be. Cars are faster of course and more than convenient, but as
cities become more crowded, parking is getting harder. Sometimes
public transport is better, even though buses don't go as fast as cars
do. Cars are a lot more and convenient but as they cause most
pollution, it is the better to avoid using them if possible. In a city
the fastest way of travelling is on a bike, which keeps you fitter
and is not so that noisy as a motorbike or a car.

0 ……v.……..
00 …the ..……
1 ……………..
2 ……………..
3 ……………..
4 ……………..
5 ……………..
6 ……………..
7 ……………..
8 ……………..
9 ……………..
10 …………….

Task 5. Reading
There are two texts:
1. Text one has 8 multiple choice questions. The score for text one is 12 points. For each correct
answer you will get + 1,5 points. For each incorrect or not chosen answer you will get 0 point.
2. Text two has 7 True (T), False (F), Not Given (N/G) answers. The score for text two is 10,5
points. For each correct answer, you will get + 1.5 points. For each incorrect or not chosen
answer you will get 0 point.
Text 1: Read the text and choose the most appropriate answer.
How high is too high?
Part

1

Many people believe high heels make women look good. So much so, it seems, that the organisers
of the Cannes Film Festival reportedly barred women in flat shoes from walking the red carpet. But
all this glam comes at a cost: people often say that wearing heels over 8cm high can damage your
ankles.

Part

2

A study by Hanseo University in South Korea suggests that continuous wearing exposes women to
the risk of strains, and makes them prone to losing their balance. A total of 40 women who wear
high heels at least three times a week took part in the study. The strength of their ankles was
measured regularly: researchers found that two of the four main muscles became dominant after a
period of between one and three years in case of wearing heels over 10 centimeters high. This
created an imbalance in their feet.
Dr Yong-Seok Jee from Hanseo University said that the habit of wearing heels can result
in deformed feet, back pain and unhealthy walking patterns. He recommends that women limit the
use of these kinds of shoes and exercise their ankle muscles properly.
Part

3

High heels are considered by some people to be sexy and feminine, but in fact the fashion started
with men's feet. These shoes were a form of riding footwear, and were seen on the feet of 17th
Century Persian soldiers. Elizabeth Semmelhack of the Bata Shoe Museum in Toronto says: "When
the soldier stood up in his stirrups, the heel helped him to secure his stance so that he could shoot his
bow and arrow more effectively."
Before becoming a staple of modern women's wardrobes, high heels were used by Louis XIV of
France. These shoes were status symbols. Let's face it – nothing screams privilege like
uncomfortable, luxurious and impractical clothing. They say the wearer doesn't have to work in
fields or walk very far.
What do you think: are high heels a symbol of women's elevation in society - or should they be
booted out of fashion?

1.

How high are the heels that can cause injury to feet, according to the study?

a.

less than 10cm

b.

exactly 10cm

c.

10cm or more

2.

40 women took part in a study to find out the effects of wearing high heels regularly.
But how many times a week did the women wear high heels?

a.

fewer than two

b.

at least three

c.

more than four

3.

Which of these is NOT an effect of wearing high heels?

a.

losing your balance

b.

some muscles becoming stronger than they should be

c.

breaking your ankles

d.

back pain

4.

Which word in Part 3 means “a main or most important part of something”?

a.

staple

b.

elevation

c.

stance

5.

What does Dr Yong-Seok Jee recommend women to do?

a.

Walk long distances regularly

b.

Stop wearing high heels

c.

Do regular foot exercises

d.

Wear heels that are maximum 8cm

6.

Why did 17th Century Persian soldiers wear high heels when they were riding horses?

a.

The heels helped them to stay on their
horses

b.

They made the soldiers look taller

c.

The shoes were status symbols that showed the soldiers' position in society

7.

According to the article, wearing uncomfortable shoes shows that you are...

a.

... rich

b.

... poor

c.

... stupid

d.

… intelligent

8.

Who were the first high-heeled shoes made for?

a.

men

b.

women

c.

kings and queens

d.

hunters

Text 2: Read the text carefully and mark or circle T if the answer is true, and F if the answer
is false, and N/G is the answer is not given.

FOMO
Everybody knows how important it is for students to get a good night’s sleep every night. You
aren’t able to do your best and keep up with all of your responsibilities unless you sleep well. I’m
sure you already know that you should go to bed at a reasonable hour. Most experts agree that the
optimum number of hours is eight, and this has been accepted as common sense for as long as I can
remember. However, I was young once and I know that most of you get much less sleep than that –
and in some cases it will be affecting your schoolwork.
I read an interesting article in a teachers’ magazine recently. They did a study of 848 students in
Wales. Worryingly, the results showed that teenagers are facing a new problem. They may go to bed
and get up at appropriate times but a growing number are waking up in the middle of the night, not

to use the bathroom or have a snack but because of a new phenomenon: FOMO – fear of missing
out!
According to the article, schoolchildren are suffering because of a growing trend to wake up during
the night to check social media. Afraid of missing a comment or opportunity to take part in a chat,
teenagers are waking at all times of the night, going online and getting involved. All this when they
should be sound asleep.
Experts are worried about this growing trend and the report reveals some worrying statistics that I’d
like to share with you:


23% of 12 to 15-year-olds wake up nearly every night to use social media. Another 15%
wake up at night once a week for the same reason.



One in three students are constantly tired and unable to function to their full capacity.



Students who use social media during the night are more likely to suffer from depression
and anxiety.

So, I’d like to ask you to be responsible when it comes to social media. Be brave! Switch off your
devices at night. The world won’t end and your social media will be waiting to greet you in the
morning! I give you my word that you won't have missed anything important.
1

T

F N/G

Students won't be able to perform well at school if they are not intelligent enough to
go to sleep.

2

T

F N/G

The experts agree that an eight-hour sleep is necessary.

3

T

F N/G

When the author was young, he used to sleep less than 5 hours.

4

T

F N/G

The writer is worried by what other teachers have told him.

5

T

F N/G

FOMO urges schoolchildren not to use the bathroom or have a snack.

6

T

F N/G

Fear Of Missing Out is anxiety about not having the latest technology.

7

T

F N/G

Nearly a quarter of 12 to 15-year-olds wake up to use social media almost every
night.
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